Over the last two decades, performance-based metrics have been applied in master planning as a means to estimate the impacts of large-scale development on the local and global environment. Community sustainability assessment has developed to provide a practical method for assessing the performance of a spatial master plan against an array of sustainability indicators. This paper considers the adequacy of such a tool to provide reliable information when and as required for decision-making in the planning process. It reviews Breeam (building research establishment environmental assessment method) Communities 2012 specifically examining whether this tool provides an analysis which is strategic, comprehensive and integrated. Breeam 2012 is found to be adequately comprehensive in the current operational context of the British planning system. The sustainability assessment model can usefully inform decision-making at the strategic ‘stage gates’ of master planning. However, the analytical methodology of the assessment model is inherently fractional. This complicates how a ‘balanced’ evaluation of the relative importance of sustainability issues is reached and agreed. It is suggested that a project culture of trans-disciplinary dialogue and explorative learning is required to promote the understanding and use of sustainability assessment practice in master planning.

1. Introduction

In the closing decades of the twentieth century, concern about the adverse implications of climate change and of environmental degradation stimulated scientific interest in developing analytical methods for assessing the impacts of development proposals within critical environmental sectors. The practice of environmental impact assessment that measure the impacts on environmental sustainability of major developments became a regulatory requirement by the force of the European Union’s Environmental Impact Assessment (ELA) Directive (Directive 85/337/EEC) (EC, 2015) in 1985. The Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) Directive followed European Directive (2001/42/EC) (EC, 2001). This requires authorities that hold responsibilities for making policies, plans and programmes to integrate environmental consideration into the preparation and adoption of plans and programmes with a view to provide for sustainable development. In the UK this is applied to the town and country planning system that requires planning authorities to make SEA a parallel part of the process of preparing statutory framework spatial plans, which provide the basis for determining the future development consent of projects. The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (2004) requires planning authorities to carry out the process requirements of SEA in the preparation of such statutory local development plans.

The appreciation of the scope of sustainable development expands beyond concern with environmental impacts and embraces the importance of the social and economic dimensions of sustainability. Resolution 42/187 of the UN General Assembly (UN, 1987) defined sustainable development as the meeting of the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. Its implications require that the social and economic effects of development as well as environmental consequences are considered. This understanding of sustainable development underpins the UK government’s sustainable development strategy set out in the 2005 policy document ‘Securing the Future – delivering a UK sustainable development strategy’ (HM Government, 2005). The five guiding principles require: living within environmental limits; ensuring a strong, healthy and just society; achieving a sustainable economy; promoting good governance; and using sound science responsibly.

As Karol and Brunner (2009: p. 613) identified ‘the only way of establishing whether urban developments are becoming less environmentally, socially and financially damaging is to measure their performance and provide comparative analysis’. Although retrospective evaluation of outcomes and consequences may be made, sustainability assessment is concerned
with identifying the potential impacts and consequences of proposed development. It is future oriented and seeks to reduce the uncertainties and unknowns about that future. Writing in 1981, Patton defined assessment as follows: ‘the systematic collection of information about the activities, characteristics and outcomes of programs, personnel and products for use by specific people to reduce uncertainties, improve effectiveness and make decisions with regard to what those programs, personnel or products are doing and affecting’ (Patton, 1981: p. 15).

In the last decade, comprehensive sustainability assessment systems (CSAs) have been developed as tools for consolidating information, measuring from a sustainability perspective the long-term implications of large development plans and projects. A CSA provides a standardised approach to the measurement of the impacts of such plans and projects across a range of social, economic and environmental criteria. The purpose of a CSA is to inform decision-making during the processes of planning, design and appraisal of such projects.

2. The interest and structure of the paper
The value of a CSA lies in its function in foreseeing and gauging the implications for sustainability of complex development plans and projects. The interest of this paper lies in examining whether a CSA tool provides an adequate assessment framework that can be used in master planning to better inform decision-making. This requires considering how sustainability assessment fits within the statutory procedural requirements in relation to master planning, and whether the use of the tool provides information that can appropriately inform about the consequences for sustainability of a development project at the stages of the planning process when decisions are made that progressively settle the content and design of the master plan. As a method of making this review, the CSA method deployed in building research establishment environmental assessment method (Breeam) Communities (Breeam Communities, 2012) (Breeam is a product of BRE Global Limited, a third party approvals body and as a part of the BRE Group is owned by the BRE Trust) is appraised in the operational context of master planning within the British development planning system. The review is primarily based by drawing on relevant literature and is informed by the experience of professional sustainability assessors and spatial planners.

Examination is preceded by preparatory descriptions that frame the development context within which sustainability assessment is undertaken. The regulatory system through which applications for permission to develop large urban neighbourhoods are assessed is described. The process of preparing a master plan, the key element by which such development proposals are conceived is then outlined. The generic characteristics of the CSA approach are then outlined. With the procedural context and processes of planning and assessment so described, the adequacy of Breeam to inform decision-making is then considered.

3. The regulatory planning system and the master-planning process
Proposals for large-scale and complex development projects are responses to the pressures and opportunities presented by changing conditions. In the UK, as elsewhere, there are considerable pressures for urban development arising from structural change in economy and society. In particular, population increase in many urban centres, and especially within the growing local economies of the southern counties of England, has created a huge demand for more housing and related infrastructure and facilities development (Barker, 2004; Holmans, 2013).

Urban development is subject to a regulatory regime harnessing spatial planning policy to statutory instruments and procedures to guide and control the development of the built environment. In the UK, the statutory planning system serves to mediate between public and private interests in the use of land. With the passing of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act (2004), the principles of sustainable development have increased influence in the regulation of urban development. As development proposals require gaining regulatory approval, the scope of development project appraisal has expanded. In the UK, the governmental management of land use and spatial planning system is devolved. The function is developed with regard to the planning statutes, legal systems and spatial jurisdictions of the devolved administrations for Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. The planning system for England remains administered through the unitary state. Although there is difference between the planning regimes, there is a common core of principles, focus and procedures which can be said to define the UK planning system.

In England, the revision of national planning policy in the form of the National Planning Policy Framework (Department for Communities and Local Government, 2012) was built on the basis provided by the SEA Directive. Within the regulated planning system, development decisions by the planning authorities are made within a statutory plan-led framework. Delivery of sustainable development is a key objective of such local development plans. Planning authorities are required to prepare these policy frameworks for land use and spatial development in their area to contribute to the achievement of sustainable development. The local development plan provides the basis for decisions by the planning authority on development applications.
Although the local development plans of the planning authorities allocate land suitable for development, property development in the UK is largely driven by commercial developers. Often where large-scale residential development is proposed, the developers will be high-volume house-building companies. Developers bring forward development applications for land identified in the local plans to seek planning permission from the local planning authorities. Developers assess major development projects, taking into account the market, and technical and financial dimensions of a project. Additionally, developers must assess how their proposals satisfy the principles of sustainable development.

The planning system provides the governance structure, regulatory framework and the procedural processes for the management of development activity. A large development project crosses the interests of multiple statutory bodies each with a specific sphere of regulatory competence. Statutory responsibilities include the protection of the environment, safeguarding against flood risk, pollution control, mediating transport impacts, the provision of public utilities and education, and health and social services. Standards are held by each managing interest. They are statutory consultees. Development of a large urban area requires collaboration between the developer, the planning authority and the bodies that have regulatory responsibilities for infrastructure and public services, and for protection of the environment. The statutory dimensions of development require that the developer and these regulators reach agreements over how the broad content and shape of the project will meet mandatory requirements before formal approval is given by the planning authority for development activity.

Pre-application consultation by the applying developer with the local community is required and the planning authority will take account of the manner of the consultation and comments arising from the public when deciding on the planning application.

The provision of planning permission that allows for development to be undertaken provides a huge uplift in the value of the affected land. Developers, landowners and their investors stand to secure substantial financial returns when selling newly created property to final users. However, the development of a large new urban neighbourhood imposes extra demands and costs on the public infrastructure and public services. Government views it as reasonable that an appropriate part of the ‘planning gain’ created by the planning consent is secured to cover the increased public costs and obtain a share for public benefit. Developers provide contributions for infrastructure through several statutory provisions. The Community Infrastructure Levy is a planning charge that came into force in England and Wales in 2010 as a result of the Planning Act 2008 (2008); by way of planning obligations under the provisions of the s106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (1990) and by s278 highway agreements provided in the Highway Act 1980 (1980). Authorities are expected to negotiate in a reasonable, consistent and transparent manner when establishing the financial contributions required from developers, and with the aim of generating predictable streams of financial contribution for the additional public infrastructure and services attributable as impacts of development (Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, 2005). Such planning obligations provide some material effect to supporting the sustainable development aims of supporting social well-being and justice.

4. Preparation of the master plan for a large new urban neighbourhood

The preparation of proposals for the development of a large-scale urban neighbourhood has considerable complexity. Attention must be paid to the development plan policy and its strategy of development land allocation, to regulatory requirements and to local demographic change and social needs. This informs the framing of a development brief, which provides the strategic framework of development objectives. The master planning process then proceeds from a base-line analysis of the social, economic and environmental issues. The spatial context of place and connectivity, including the physical issues presented by the site and its capacity for accommodating development, must be surveyed. The reconciliation of the baseline data with the development objectives must be future focused. Consideration of the effects development could have on existing issues, and on problem-solving and mitigation proceed from the analysis. Although the presenting conditions of the market will drive a pragmatic and short-term outlook, for the master-planning approach to provide for sustainable development the developer must hold a long-term vision of outcomes. This preparatory phase of master planning serves to guide the design of the spatial master plan and subsequently the programming of construction phases. Of importance, this process of master-plan preparation provides opportunities for pre-application engagement between the developer, the planning authority and statutory consultees, with private stakeholders and with the local community (Cabe, 2011).

A spatial master plan sets out the physical framework and design principles of the proposed scheme of development. The design identifies the service infrastructure and the architectural and place-scape principles that will guide the layout of the built form and the associated ‘green’ network (Llewelyn-Davies, 2007). Nikolas Falk (2011: p. 37) describes the function of master plans in the following terms: ‘Framework master plans set out broad urban design and place-making aspirations and principles. They allow scope for interpretation and developments within the framework’s parameters’. A master plan establishes the intended long-term spatial character of the
development. Detailed design of internal ‘development parcels’ will follow when site phasing is programmed. Their design will be expected to accord with the approved master plan and planning conditions set. Depending on the time scale of master-plan implementation, and some master plans may be programmed to be carried out over 10–20 years, then the scope for variation of planning conditions is a normal practice in response to changing market conditions (AlWaer, 2014).

In summary, the master-plan process has three phases: analysis, developing the design and evaluation/testing the design concept (Cowan, 2002, 2008; Cowan et al., 2010). However, these inter-lock. There will be reconsideration of design factors and solutions throughout the evolution of proposals.

Analysis is concerned with establishing the capability and capacity of a site to be developed as a financially viable project that produces a sustainable long-term urban environment in environmental and in functional physical terms, delivering social and economic well-being. Assessments are made of the suitability of the site and its surrounding area, identifying implications arising for flood risk, ecology, energy, transport and other subjects mandated as statutory requirements. These tests establish the ‘principle of development’, confirming the suitability of the site for development. The assessments also provide the information, including preliminary costings, necessary for planning the infrastructure framework. Surveys and projections are also made at this phase of the economic circumstances which will shape market demand and of the social needs to be taken into account in the preparation of the master plan.

During the development of the design, concern is given with how the plan area can best be arranged into development parcels and linked by movement routes and a green network. Attention is focused on establishing the spatial pattern of blocks, routes, spaces and the green scape. Design alternatives require the assessment of the quality of living provided by the design alternatives and the manner of providing public benefits.

The spatial master plan becomes a visual and physical scheme that describes an inter-connected urban environment of complementary land uses, design principles and content. The visual master plan is partnered with quantification of the numbers of housing units, commercial floor space and so on, and the estimates of the development costs and of market prospects. The phasing of the development of infrastructure and site programming is considered. The individual site parcels, consequent on the master plan being approved, will become the subject of detailed design of buildings and the place environment, and will be brought forward when market or other considerations allow.

The phases of analysis and design development are led by a master-planning team. To be effective, the team engages in extensive and intensive consultation with the statutory committees and the local community during these preparatory phases.

Evaluation is conducted internally by the developer through the master-planning team and externally through the formal consideration of the developer’s application for planning approval by the planning authority. The latter will take into account the requirements of the statutory agencies and representations from the local community and wider interests. A master plan is evaluated against two sets of criteria: the developer’s investment criteria and the development framework set out in the planning authority’s statutory development plan including all mandatory requirements. The investment criteria of cost, return and risk are critical for the developer who must operate within the commercial environment on which they are dependent for loan finance. The planning authority should be mindful of the economic viability of development, and will apply development plan policy when assessing the master plan. The developer must ensure that the master plan complies with the planning policies.

A CSA undertaken by an approved independent assessor in conjunction with the master-planning team may be submitted in support of the planning application. The CSA assesses the performance of the master plan against sustainability standards. The focus is on providing a summative assessment of the predicted performance of the master plan with an emphasis on the quantitative measurement of defined outcome indicators.

Formal approval of the master plan is ‘the starting point of a place production process to shape, incorporate change, and reshape the built environment’ (Adams and Tiesdell, 2013: p. 74). The tactical value of the ‘visioning’ master plan is to win planning approval and also investor support for the developer promoting the venture. The approved master plan is a collective agreement of what the various stakeholders expect to see realised (Watson, 2010). It is now appropriate to assess the value of the CSA in informing decision-making in the master-planning process.

5. The generics of community sustainability assessment

The necessity to assess the impacts of large-scale developments in order to secure regulatory approval and investment for large-scale projects has driven the production of sustainability assessment tools and performance metrics (AlWaer et al., 2014; Cole and Jose Valdebenito, 2013; Sharifi and Murayama, 2014). The scope of sustainable development has consolidated around the international definitions of sustainable development principles following the Rio Declaration and
Agenda 21 (Pope et al., 2004: p. 614), emphasising the role of development in delivering healthy and productive living standards but achieving this while simultaneously ensuring the protection of the environment, the conservation and management of natural resources and ensuring inter-generational equity. The motive for conducting an assessment is that when informed by better information a better scheme of development can be framed, the delivery of which results in ‘a future that is more viable, durable, pleasant and secure’ (Gibson, 2006: p. 172). Sustainability assessment is then an integrative umbrella term that encompasses a wide range of assessment practices that are concerned with the long-term impacts of development.

A CSA is claimed to be a practical and reliable tool for assessing how well a proposed development accords with the principles of sustainable development. CSAs provide for the ex-ante assessment of master plans for medium-/large-scale urban development projects (ex-ante refers to the assessment made prior to the implementation). In the last few decade, CSA systems such as Breaam Communities (UK), Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (Leed) Neighborhood Development (USA), Comprehensive Assessment System for Built Environment Efficiency (Casbee) Urban Development (Japan), Green Star Communities (Australia), Qatar Sustainability Assessment System (QSAS) Neighbourhood (Qatar), Pearl Community Rating System and Estidama (UAE), among others, have become available (AIWaer et al., 2014; Haapio, 2012; Sharifi and Murayama, 2013, 2014). Notwithstanding that individual CSA systems incorporate features that make them distinctive to the respective parts of the world in which these are used; they share a generic architecture and methodology.

Emulating scientific practice in the manner of its operating model, the CSA method makes use of standardised assessment practices. Indicators translate scientific knowledge into meaningful and manageable units of information, playing the role as ‘presentations of measurement to suit particular needs’ (Brandon and Lombardi, 2011: p. 74). A wide range of technical standards and techniques of baseline analysis and impact measurement have become established and are used in assessing the performance of urban development. The aim is to ensure that the indicators are ‘measurable, comparable, transferable, informative and acceptable for policy choices’ (Du Plessis, 2012: p. 12; Finco and Nijkamp, 2001: p. 294).

Consideration in developing the CSA approach has been paid to how the performance of different criteria can be considered in aggregate and how results can be communicated in a format understandable to those not versed with specialist knowledge across all disciplines. A simplified methodology of weighting and scoring the performance of a plan or project against sustainability categories is used. The scoring of the assessment, broadly speaking, comprises two phases; awarding points from each criterion within a topic category. The potential scale of the impact of each criterion is considered against standards when allocating points. Points are awarded based on how much of the performance is above the target or below a benchmark. Those with higher potential of causing impacts are weighted more heavily (Sharifi and Murayama, 2013: p. 8).

A summing of the points achieved against each criterion produces an overall performance figure for each category. The method thus highlights areas of performance shortfall which can be addressed and the aggregated ‘scorecard’ allows for comparing the sustainability of design options. The function of the performance ‘scorecard’ is to communicate to a planning authority and other stakeholders as providing a ‘balanced’ assessment. As such it can be deployed as supporting evidence of serving sustainability objectives in the negotiation of a master plan through the regulatory process.

To date, few local planning authorities require that major development proposals are supported by the availability of a CSA assessment (examples are Bristol City Council and Eastleigh Borough Council). In general, planning authorities continue to specify a set of single-subject assessments tailored to the issues associated with the nature of individual planning application. Currently, a CSA is largely voluntarily commissioned by developers and used by master-planning teams when it is recognised internally that the information provided by the use of such an expert system will be helpful in the design and evaluation of decision-making. There may be reputational benefits from being seen to use robust quality assurance systems, and the importance of ‘brand recognition and flagship projects’ in the global consultancy market, demonstrating the application of national and international standards and techniques is driving the increased use of CSAs (Cole and Jose Valdebenito, 2013; Spinks, 2015). While a CSA can be applied to a regeneration project, overwhelmingly the use of CSAs has been to provide for the appraisal of the sustainability of planning and design options for the development of new medium- and large-scale neighbourhoods (AIWaer et al., 2014; Sharifi and Murayama, 2013).

In their antecedents the CSA tools can be seen to be ‘spin-off tools’ from third-party building certification schemes (Sharifi and Murayama, 2013, 2014). These building certification schemes are Breaam (UK), Leed (USA), Sustainable Building Challenge (SBC), Casbee (Japan), Green Star (Australia), QSAS (Qatar), Estidama (UAE) and so on (AIWaer and Kirk, 2012). These tools are strongly aligned with the procedures of quality assurance practice. They use third-party assessors to appraise and rate the scope and performance of master plans in satisfying sustainability standards. Just as the requirements of quality assurance have come to require the internalised
practice of quality management in design and production processes, the same realisation is increasingly evident in the practice of sustainability assessment. The importance of assessing sustainability during the processes of local context and site appraisal and design generation is increasingly recognised (Mathur et al., 2008).

6. Breeam Communities 2012

The interest in this paper is in considering whether the current CSA model provides an adequate approach for assessing the sustainability implications of a large-scale development proposal. The inquiry is made by assessing the suitability of Breeam Communities (2012) in the context of development planning in the UK.

Breeam is the CSA tool developed by BRE Global Limited, a third-party approval body with a long-established reputation for certification in the building and environmental sectors in the UK and internationally. Breeam is intended to assess the potential achievement of the key environmental, social and economic sustainability objectives of large-/medium-scale development projects. The tool is designed to assist in the preparation of development proposals to meet the standards that provide social and economic benefits, while mitigating the environmental impacts of the built environment (Breeam Communities Technical Manual SD202, BRE, 2012).

The assessment tool aims to provide ‘an accessible, holistic and balanced measure of sustainability impacts’. Central to the tool is a framework of performance standards that cover the social and economic benefits of development and the mitigation of impacts of the built environment. These are claimed to ‘use best available science and practice as the basis for quantifying and calibrating cost-effective performance standard for defining sustainability’ (Breeam Communities, Technical Manual SD202, Version vii, BRE, 2012).

Breeam is framed in line with the understanding of sustainable development, which underpins the UK government’s sustainable development strategy. That is, the CSA is organised to assess how well a development proposal will achieve the five guiding principles of the UK sustainable development strategy. Breeam thus fits with the policy framework that guides the UK planning system.

7. Reviewing a CSA

Hacking and Guthrie (2008: p. 73) suggest that a sustainability assessment system must be ‘comprehensive, strategic and integrated’. The preceding outline of the statutory system established that development decisions are required to be made against knowledge of the implications of the proposed development. Master planning was identified as requiring holding a strategic and long-run perspective; and that appropriate information about development implications had to be forthcoming at timely points during the process of master-planning in order to integrate with and influence decision-making. Our attention turns to examine what these requirements cover.

Comprehensiveness implies an understanding of the implications for sustainability associated with development. The regulatory environment pertaining to sustainability now covers an extensive and growing spectrum of categories, each of which draws on scientific knowledge. Comprehensiveness describes a full coverage. However, the sum of aspects that could be reviewed within the sustainability categories is potentially compendious. What matters is that appropriate weight is given to examine the issues that matter most for producing the overall sustainability outcome. Development projects have to meet mandatory requirements, and each development has uniqueness associated with its time, place and its constituent interests. Accordingly, the balance of issues salient to affecting long-run sustainability has to be viewed, not only in terms of the compliance obligation, but also as relative to what sustainability challenges are presented by the nature of its uniqueness.

Strategic refers to a process of making choices (Friend and Hickling, 2005) in a manner that is selective and judgmental. It requires building the information base about issues, risks and solutions, clarifying interests and objectives, and reaching coordinated decisions. It requires that the process of master-plan preparation is progressed through a sequence of connected decision-making on which the overall sustainability of a development depends.

Different phases of the master-planning process focus on specific problem concerns. The strategic decisions made early in the process will be much concerned with macro-factors of social demographics and need, economic opportunity and demand, and spatial and environmental considerations. Subsequently, attention turns to site level considerations and to how a user-friendly design of the layout, services and facilities is achieved.

A good assessment framework aligns with the phases of decision-making of the master-planning process. To be useful for informing decision-making, the relevant assessment information has to become available at appropriate junctures (‘stage-gates’) during the process of master-planning. This requires considering how well the CSA provides timely information that matters into the strategic decision-making.

Integrated implies bringing together and making whole. The CSA aims to bring disparate information together in order to synthesise an overall judgment on the predicted
performance of the proposed development. The range of impacts to be assessed is extensive and diverse. Measurement techniques differ. Not all impacts can be measured in quantitative terms.

The requirements of a CSA to be comprehensive, strategic and integrated lead to posing three questions.

- Does the CSA provide an adequate coverage of the master-planning process?
- How well are the outputs of CSA aligned with strategic decision-making during the master-planning process?
- How satisfactorily does the CSA provide a basis for integrative assessment?

The review of the adequacy of the CSA approach in relation to these questions now focuses on Breeam.

8. **Does the CSA provide an adequate coverage of the master-planning process?**

There is an inevitable tension between the aspiration to be comprehensive and the necessity to provide a consistent, practical generic tool that is attractive to the development market and to policymakers (Schweber, 2013). Breeam reflects the pragmatic realism that its use much depends on lightening the burden of data collection and analysis. Breeam has used fewer assessment issues, categories and mandatory requirements (around 40 criteria) in comparison with the Breeam 2009 version (BRE, 2009) (around 55 criteria). The tool allocates sustainability issues into five impact categories: governance, social and economic well-being, resources and energy, land use and ecology, and transport and movement. A further category (innovation) is formed to recognise site-wide innovative solutions that deliver benefits not recognised in the individual impact categories. Within each broad category, sub-categories identify specific sustainability issues.

Aiming to provide that the performance of a master plan gives appropriate weight to the issues fundamental to its overall sustainability, Breeam sets 11 mandatory standards as pre-requisites of performance across the five categories to cover the ‘fundamental sustainability issues’. These are the planning issues that determine the suitability of the location and site for development and the economic and social case for the content of the proposed development. Although the assessment of many of the issues is very closely linked and impacted on by site selection – this is more about recognising the context than determining the suitability of the location – a subtle difference.

The assessment of urban sustainability requires establishing a framework of sustainability indicators that harness environmental, social and economic dimensions. The benefit of indicators is their ability, when assembled into a collective account, to summarise the complexity of the dynamic environment to a manageable amount of meaningful information (Singh et al., 2009: p. 191). However, sustainability indicators have developed ‘incrementally’ without a structured framework or consensus on what urban sustainability covers (Alberti, 1996; Bossel, 1998; Deakin, 2009; Deakin et al, 2002; Lombardi and Cooper, 2009; Mitchell, 1997). Many of the indicators in use are contingent on targets set by policymakers (Alberti, 1996; Bossel, 1998: p. 73; Deakin, 2009; Du Plessis, 2012: p. 13; Lombardi and Cooper, 2009; Mitchell, 1997). Policy follows issues that currently affect the community. As such, policy offers a contemporary source of selected indicators. Breeam reflects this approach to indicator selection.

Sustainability indicators arise from values (‘we measure what we care about’), and they create values (‘we care about what we measure’) (Meadows, cited in Singh et al., 2009: p. 191). Breeam adopts and places emphasis on indicators that are quantifiable and able to measure technically the defined criteria relating to economic and social, environmental and building factors.

By its choice of indicators where the use of quantified measures is possible Breeam puts certain issues on the map and, in doing so, may take the spotlight off others. Although the assessment tool has expanded its framework to include social and economic indicators, this moved the assessment into territory where there is greater difficulty to quantify and much less consensus regarding the selection of performance metrics (Cole, 2012: p. 44). In this regard, a number of authors have challenged the adequacy of Breeam with its primarily technical focus and reliance on generic frameworks to contribute to the governance aims of sustainable settlements (Du Plessis and Cole, 2011; Schweber and Haroglu, 2014).

The treatment paid by Breeam to the economic and social aspects of sustainability is present. Economic baseline analysis, social needs analysis and skills gap analysis are part of step 1 baseline focus of the CSA. In step 2 design review of the CSA process, the implications for social and economic well-being are identified. A consultation plan and engagement methods are mandatory. It is evident that Breeam aims to raise the good practice standard. However, it largely lets the planning authority and public service providers to set the requirements to be expected of the developers – the local community are also given significant prominence in the framework.

The conceptual bias in Breeam (BRE, 2012) is towards the resources and energy, land use and ecology categories. Breeam distinguishes the relative importance of categories by ‘adopt (ing) best available science and practice as the basis for
quantifying and calibrating a cost-effective standard for defining sustainability (BRE, 2012: p. vii)). This is carried into the weighting attached to the significance of the various indicator categories. In terms of weightings, ‘resources and energy’ credits are weighted the most heavily (21.6%), followed by ‘social well-being’ (17.1%), ‘local economy’ (14.8%), ‘transport and movement’ (13.8%), ‘land use and ecology’ (12.6%), ‘environmental conditions’ (10.8%) and ‘governance’ (9.3%). BREEAM uses an explicit weighting system derived from a combination of consensus-based weightings and ranking by a panel of experts. The outputs from this exercise are then used to determine the relative value of the categories used in BREEAM and their contribution to the overall BREEAM score. Category weightings were developed by determining the impact of each category against each of the three pillars of sustainability: social, economic and environmental. The three pillars are equally valued in the manual. Once the category weightings were derived, the individual assessment issues were weighted by prioritising the importance of each assessment issue in terms of its impact on the overall aim of the category. The ‘Social and economic wellbeing’ category was broken down into three subcategories for weighting purposes. This is to ensure the weightings are based on clearly defined aims. However, different criteria within the indicator categories will interest different stakeholders and weightings should perhaps change from place to place, depending on the strategic national and regional needs – there is a process for this as part of the international process. Weighting issues therefore remain a controversial concern when assessing sustainability. There can be no definite rule to determine customised weighting, which has made the practice vulnerable to ambiguity (Chew and Das, 2008: p. 11).

9. How well are the outputs of CSA aligned with strategic decision-making during the master-planning process?

BREEAM primarily ‘provide(s) a common framework of assessment that is tailored to meet the ‘local’ context including regulation, climate and sector’ (BRE, 2012: p. vii)). It recognises the changes in the UK planning policy, building regulations and development management procedures. It adopts established sustainability indicators linked to the ‘core planning principles’ in the NPPF (Department for Communities and Local Government, 2012) (Table 1).

BREEAM (BRE, 2012) is designed to be used as a method for considering sustainability issues and opportunities in the preparation of a master plan. To this end, BREEAM adopts a three-step sequential assessment approach aligned with the critical stages of the master-plan preparation (Table 2).

‘Step 1’ assesses the proposition that there should be development at this location. The strategic focus is on assessing how the development of the site would impact on the local social and economic circumstances and environment, and, in turn, how the environment and local needs would impact on its

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core planning principles</th>
<th>BREEAM Communities (BRE, 2012)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Empower local people to shape their surroundings</td>
<td>Governance category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive sustainable economic development</td>
<td>SE 01 – economic impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meet housing, business and development needs</td>
<td>SE 17 – training and skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-quality design</td>
<td>SE 05 – housing provision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigate against and adapt to climate change</td>
<td>SE 06 – delivery of services, facilities and amenities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conserve and enhance environment</td>
<td>GO 03 – design review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reuse land</td>
<td>Resources and energy category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promote mixed-use developments</td>
<td>SE 10 – adapting to climate change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conserve heritage assets</td>
<td>Land use and ecology category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make fullest possible use of sustainable transport</td>
<td>LE 02 – land use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support local strategies to improve health, social and cultural well-being</td>
<td>Transport and movement category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GO 01 – consultation plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE 14 – local vernacular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social and economic well-being category</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. BREEAM Communities links to the ‘core planning principles’ in the NPPF, after building research establishment (BRE, Watford, UK)
design and development. Sustainability issues of local economic characteristics, demographic trends and service needs, flood risk, energy resource implications and infrastructures requirements at the whole site level are addressed. This step involves critically reviewing the data that supports the planning authority’s development plan strategy and making a local analysis to provide a sufficient baseline of knowledge of the conditions and foreseeable trends and predictable changes.

‘Step 2’ assesses how well the content and layout of place and links affording movement is planned to achieve optimal user benefits and well-being and ensure the protection of local ecology. This assessment matches with the level of information required for the production of the master plan that will become the subject of the application for planning permission in principle. The focus of strategic interest here is in how well the master plan would provide an accessible spatial built environment capable of meeting the everyday requirements of residents.

‘Step 3’ is concerned with assessing the sustainability that is ‘built in’ through a more detailed design of buildings and place. The assessment is concerned with establishing how well the designs for local neighbourhoods would meet householders’ expectations in providing safe, efficient and attractive residential places (BRE, 2012) is not designed to assess the sustainability of the community to emerge post-development. BRE is understood to be developing a post-construction check. Conducting the sustainability assessment process through the sequence of three steps is intended to provide timely information, enabling constructive dialogue between the evolving master-planning team, the developer, the local planning authority, other statutory consultees and, importantly, members of the existing local communities, local businesses and interest groups. The Breeam 2012 assessment measures the performance of the proposed master plan against sustainability criteria and this assessment will be supporting evidence when formal planning applications are made. However, the achieved performance recorded by the use of sustainability assessment may be manipulated at the margins by the tactic of gaining additional sustainability points to improve the certificated ‘scorecard’ of performance (giving greater appeal to the master plan) or seeking market appeal through a non-critical enhancement of elements of the plan.
Moreover, the master-planning team will acknowledge that the financial imperatives of the developer, the local authority and statutory utilities will impinge on the achievement of sustainability. Other assessment tools must be used for evaluating issues of viability and feasibility. Breeam 2012 is not a tool of financial appraisal. However, the standard discounted cash flow financial appraisal fails to cost the longer term ‘whole life’ risks, costs and benefits of a development for all stakeholders. ‘Triple bottom line’ assessment (Sridhar, 2011; Vanclay, 2015) is geared towards achieving this long-run appraisal. Such an approach would require the results of a Breeam 2012 (BRE, 2012) appraisal.

10. How satisfactorily does the CSA provide a basis for integrative assessment?

It is the development project, not the team members or team as a whole, which is assessed. The developer by adopting to use Breeam 2012 will engage an accredited sustainability assessor to review the information of survey, analysis and mitigation identified during the master-planning process. The assessor does not certify, this is the role of BRE Global, but has the responsibility to meet the compliance requirements for the identified categories and indicators, the technical robustness of analysis and the achievement of sustainability standards. Our interest turns to considering how this assessment is made.

Breeam 2012 claims to be underpinned by the perspective of scientific realism. BRE assume a ‘best available technology not entailing excessive cost’ approach. The application of science and technical development focuses on the specific levels compartmentalised within the sustainability categories. The basis for the selection of theory, the production of facts and thereafter the predictive interpretation of their implications for long-run sustainability is un-stated in large measure. The diverse scope of the dimensions of sustainability covered by Breeam 2012 entails harnessing the analytical techniques and data interpretations arising from multiple scientific and policy sources that may be weakly connected. The revision of regulations and other standards means that pragmatically there is ongoing change in the technical criteria and in weightings. However, this may create a micro-mentality and solutions to one indicator fail to be adequately taken into account requirements or solutions to another one (Schweber, 2013).

The choice of indicators and the weighting process influences the focus of sustainability considered. What is assessed will determine how design alternatives are considered and selected in decision-making. However, the uncritical use of a prescriptive technical manual for conducting sustainability assessment risks losing sight of the bigger picture. All involved in a sustainability assessment need to reflect on the relevance of the indicators and to satisfy themselves that the right things are being measured (Bond and Morrison-Saunders, 2013: p. 43; Bond et al., 2012, 2013).

BRE Global Ltd have aimed to construct a unifying framework by their framing of Breeam 2012; however, the tool generates a set of specific assessments. Their assembly, as in all CSA tools, is by a simplistic aggregation of credits ascribed by the assessor for the performance of the master plan across the spectrum of sustainability categories. However, the ‘balanced scorecard’ approach may open opportunities for manipulation to achieve the highest score possible. Considering a range of CSAs, Garde (2009), Sharif and Murayama (2012), and Spinks (2015) identified that some developers engage in a ‘hunting points game’ as opposed to robust thinking about achieving sustainability.

Breeam 2012 introduces professionals to a range of sustainability-related considerations outside of their expertise. But it also supports the input of many professionals that otherwise may not be engaged with, or engaged with at a stage too late to usefully contribute. This constraint applies to professionals in the private sector as well as those engaged in regulatory and services roles. It is debatable how trans-disciplinary and collaborative some planning teams actually are. Practice is much influenced by what the planning authority is asking for as ‘evidence’ and whether the developer’s own approach to team set-up and project management enables a truly integrated, disciplinary approach. The ‘top-down’ method and somewhat conservative approach to engagement of the Breeam 2012 approach may fail to stretch sufficiently the aspirations of both regulators and master planners.

11. Conclusions

Although from the holistic perspective a sustainable community would be the outcome of a mutually reinforcing balance of social, economic and environmental factors, this vision currently far exceeds the function of the spatial master plan. The job of the latter is to provide a satisfactory development framework that coordinates co-investment by public and private partners in the provision of site servicing infrastructure and subsequently in the construction of a sustainable urban neighbourhood environment. The master plan must satisfy a small but key set of partners who are essential for attracting investor commitment and regulatory approval. It has to be evidenced that the scheme of development complies with regulatory standards; that it is capable of delivering acceptable financial returns for its investors; and that locally relevant social and economic benefits and environmental sustainability can be realised through its implementation.

In this paper, the adequacy of Breeam 2012 as a CSA evaluation tool has been considered through a critical lens,
requiring that it should provide an assessment that is comprehensive, strategic and integrated. Conclusions can now be drawn from the preceding review of Breeam (2012) against these requirements.

Breeam 2012 has been developed as a means for demonstrating whether a master plan meets regulatory standards. Acknowledging this, the assessment tool covers a relevant scope of sustainability categories and makes use of well-established indicators. Of course, sustainability is a moving target and there is ‘no state to be reached’ (Gibson et al., 2013). BRE Global Ltd operates on the presumption that sustainability assessment process and practice can be improved. Breeam 2012 does promote good practice and tests the master-planning team to deliver beyond the regulatory minimum.

The preparation of a master plan can be viewed as a temporary complex project with long-term outcomes. In the UK, large-scale spatial development is most frequently developer led. The commissioning of a Breeam 2012 assessment is taken by the developer who also engages and directs the master-plan team. Collaboration with the planning authority and with other statutory bodies and consultation with the local public and other affected stakeholders is required. The preparation of a master plan involves a progressive process of strategic choice. Breeam 2012 can be employed to provide relevant performance information for decision-making at the strategic stage gates of the master-plan process. It can assess the implications of development on environmental and resource factors, and more generally assess the impacts the development would have for meeting local social needs and supporting the local economy. These inform the strategic decisions taken on the principle of development. Subsequently, it can provide information that is relevant for assessing the strategic alternatives of layout and physical form from the viewpoint of their social and economic functionality. Mathur et al. (2008) affirm that sustainability assessment should not be a separate process or a ‘snapshot exercise’, Breeam 2012 can be seen as providing a stronger framework and input into strategic junctures within the decision-making process.

Sustainability assessment is not an aim in itself, instead it should promote and facilitate the quality of decision-making (Devuyst, 2000; Mathur et al., 2008). Strategic choice in the preparation of the master plan involves taking into account regulatory requirements, uncertainties, investment returns and risk, and stakeholder interests and engagement.

However, Breeam 2012 cannot integrate these decision areas but makes no claim to do so. The strength that Breeam 2012 contributes into the strategic decision-making is the knowledge of long-term impacts. Too often, major development decisions with lasting impacts are taken by public and private bodies against short-term considerations. Breeam 2012 provides an assessment method that can assist decision-makers to consider whether in the preparation of a master plan adequate attention is given to ‘future-proofing’.

The methodology of Breeam 2012 draws on expert knowledge and the application of analytical techniques. However, there is a quantification bias and limited use of social science practices. The worth of the reported evaluation of performance much depends on the quality of inquiry conducted by the assessor. The unique features of individual master-plan contexts require to be recognised and the third party independent auditor must take a flexible and professionally driven approach in interpreting the appropriate requirements and seeking when necessary confirmation of ‘valid’ technical alternatives through recorded discussion with BRE technical staff. The assessor has a vital role to play in positively supporting the collation and interpretation of data by the master-planning team, the developer and the planning authority.

The lasting importance of Breeam 2012 may lie in that it can provide a framework for dialogue and mutual comprehension about long-run sustainability between collaborating design and development professionals. What matters is that sustainability assessment becomes the opportunity for learning and influencing the decisions made in master-planning. The CSA assessment requires being a part of formative decision-making rather undertaken as a summative and secondary consideration for the purpose of certification to be used for endorsing or brand purposes. Breeam 2012 scores well on this yardstick. However, a CSA assessment does not mean that the process will automatically produce quality or sustainable places once it becomes operational and changes occur (Bond and Morrison-Saunders, 2013). To this end, a post-occupancy, stakeholder-led evaluation of the success of a Breeam 2012-certificated development will be a welcome evolution.

‘A sustainability assessment process is a series of (decision), procedures and documents... but more importantly it is a process and a matrix of relationships’ (Ardron et al., 2008). There is the challenge of making CSA into a more participative process that stimulates developers, planning authorities and design teams to think coherently about sustainable development and increases their awareness of the sustainability measures in their work is required (Berardi, 2011, 2013). Perhaps, CSA governance can be reconsidered by adopting an exploratory learning approach to provide for better dialogue. This would likely involve the stakeholders in the process of master-plan preparation in choosing indicators and a weighting process that communicates to a variety of different actors and disciplines (D’Acci and Lombardi, 2010: p. 21). These actors could together form and share a holistic understanding of the locality and engage in an integrated process of
defining priorities (Barton et al., 2010: p. 66). The aim has to be to promote a shared understanding of the sustainability issues and there upon proceed to generate solutions that build on revealed knowledge synergies (Barton et al., 2010; Bordass and Leaman, 2013; Du Plessis, 2012: p. 13).
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